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The occurrence of «negative viscosities. is studied within the framework of two-dirnensiona! 
magnetohydrodynamics (МНО). We use assumptions which are typical when studying the etrects 
of smaller-scale fie!ds оп !arger-sca!e ones, name!y, the smal!-scale МНО fie!ds are assumed to 
ье sufficient1y weak, joint1y stationary, homogeneous and maintained Ьу externa! sources. The 
criteria of large-sca!e fie!d generation due to negative viscosities are derived for various special 
forms of isotropic small-sca!e fie!ds as well as anisotropic ones; the !atter can ье regarded as МНО 
stochastic ana\ogs of the known Ko!mogorov flow. 

PACS: 52.30.-q, 52.30.Jb 

1. INТRODUCfION 

@1999 

Problems of pattern formation and self-organization have Ьееn extensively studied in 
various hydrodynamic models of fluids and plasmas for at least three decades. Effects called 
«negative viscosity» belong to this wide class of the phenomena. This term was introduced 
Ьу geophysicists and specialists in hydrodynamics in the 1950s, when analyzing large-scale 
geophysical processes [1,2]. However, it is still not well known, and еуеn seems paradoxical. 
Therefore, let us discuss its origin in more detail. 

We first consider the classical theory of gases. In this framework, starting with the 
Boltzmann equation, оnе сап derive hydrodynamic equations. The equation for momentum 
transport has the form 

aVi 1 др 1 a1Гij - + (VV')Vi = - - - - - - . 
at р aXi р aXj 

(1.1) 

Here р, рУ are the mass and momentum densities, respectively, Xi Х, у, z; р is pressure 
(here it is the ideal gas pressure), and 1Гij is the viscosity tensor which describes irreversible 
«viscous» momentum transport. An explicit form of this tensor is obtained Ьу invoking the 
smallness ofthe Кnudsen number Кn = lmfp/L, where lmfp is the mеаn free path and L is 
аn external scale (scale of inhomogeneity). In the first order of К n, that is, in the 13-moment 
approximation of the Grad method [3], оnе has 

1Гij = -1] (aVi + дщ _ ~ 8ij aVk ) , 
aXj aXi 3 aXk 

(1.2) 
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whеrе'Г/ is the dynamical viscosity, which is ofthe order of PVthlm!p, Vth is the thermal velocity, 
and 'Г/ is always positive; this is in agreement with the intuitively obvious fact that irreversible 
momentum transport proceeds from regions of higher velocity to those of lower velocity. 

We now proceed with the thermodynamics of irreversible processes. In this framework the 
equation for momentum transport retains the form (1.1) (where the pressure р is determined 
Ьу the motion of particles and their interaction). The form of the viscous tensor, however, 
cannot ье determined from the kinetic equation, but instead has to ье established from general 
principles [4J. Specifically, (О viscous momentum transfer appears when difIerent parts of the 
fluid move with different velocities, so 1г ij must depend оп the space derivatives of the velocity 
у; (н) it is assumed that these derivatives are not too large; thus, viscous momentum transfer 
depends оп the first derivatives only; and (Ш) 1Гij must tend to zero when the fluid rotates 
unifonhly as а whole at some angиlar frequency О. Since linear combinations of the type 

aVi + дщ 
aXj дх; 

tend to zero when v is equal to [О х Х], only those linear combinations are contained in 1Гij. 
Finally, below we assume an incompressible fluid, р = const, and thus 

aVk = о. 
aXk 

Therefore, the viscous tensor retains the form (1.2) (without the last term in brackets), where 'Г/, 
of course, does not оЬеу the simple gas law, but 'is instead а function of pressure and temperature. 
Assuming that the change in viscosity along the flui<;l is negligible, опе сan replace the term 
-(1/ р)д1Гij/дХj in Eq. (1.1) with vf.Vi, w,here v = 'Г// р is the kinematic viscosity and f. is the 
Laplacian. The positivity of 'Г/ stems from the second law of thermodynamics for irreversible 
processes: the entropy S of а closed (isolated) system cannot decrease, dS ~ О, whereas 
entropy production in а local equilibriumapproximation has the same sign as 'Г/; see the detailed 
derivation in Ref. [3]. 

We now tum to turbиlent processes that occur in ореп hydrodynamic systems. It is assumed 
for the turbulence of а fluid that Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2) are also valid for the stochastic velocity 
and pressure fields. Thus, we сап defme теan and fluctuating quantities 

v = v + уТ , Р = Р + рТ, 

where the bar denotes statistical averaging, and а superscript Т denotes fluctuating (i. е., 
turbulent) components. In this paper we a1s0 use angle brackets ( ... ) to indicate statistical 

, averaging in correlation functions. For the mеш fields опе has the equation 

(~+~Vj)Vi=-! др +Vf.Vi-!~1Г~'frь, (1.3) 
at aXj р дх; р aXj 3 

where 

1Г~UTЬ = p(V'!' V'!') 
'3 ' 3 

are the Reynolds stresses. 
Based оп the analogy with the юпеНс theory of gases, Boussinesq proposed to approximate 

the Reynolds stresses as 

(1.4) 
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where I/t'Urb is the turbulent kinematic viscosity. In contrast to the kinematic viscosity 1/, which 

describes the physical properties of the gas (fluid), the turbulent kinematic viscosity describes 

the statistical properties ofturbulent flows. An important fact is that I/t'Urb пеед not ье positive, 

Ьесаше there is по thermodynamic basis for its positivity. Indeed, we сап speculate that when 

ап external force (source) is аддед to the right hand side of Еч. (1.1), such that momentum 

(energy) is pumped into the small-scale component of the turbulence from tbls source (not 

from the теап flow), the momentum (energy) of fluctuations will ье transferred to the теап 

flow. Лssuming that I/t'Urb does not дерепд оп Х, Еч. (1.3) сап ье rewritten as 

( д д_)_ lдр _ 
- + - v . V· = - - - + (1/ + I/t b)!!.V· at д З' д 'Ur" 

Xj р Xi 

(1.5) 

where the sum 1/ +l/t'Urb сап ье negative, апд thus large-scale iпstaЫЩу occurs, accompanied 

Ьу ап increase in the теап flow. 

Approximation (1.3) assumes the locality of the turbulent mechanism of momentum 

transport. It implies а small ratio of the characteristic scale of turbulent fluctuations (vortices) 

to the scale of the теап flow (Ьу analogy with the Knudsen number). Experimental дata [5] 

suggest that in тапу cases the scale of turbulent fluctuations is of the order of that of the теап 

flow" апд the gradient approximation (1.4) becomes inadequate. In such cases, the contra

gradient transport is also observed frequently [6], but this сме is much more involved from 

а theoretical standpoint. Thus, in this paper we restrict оцrsеlvеs to the сме in which the 

scales of fluctuation are much smaller than those of the теап quantities. We also note that in 

Ref. [7] the peculiarjties of numerical simulation of nonlocal momentum and thermal turbulent 

transport are discussed in detail. 

In Ref. [2] а qualitative analysis (with ап accent оп empirical data analysis) is carried 

out оп а set of geophysical апд astrophysical processes апд laboratory experiments, in wblch 

negative viscosity effects have already Ьееп detected, or, сап at least Ье suspected: 

1) differential rotation ofthe Earth's atmosphere; 

2) differential rotation of the Sun photosphere; 

3) differential rotation of disks of spiral galaxies; 

4) flows in some laboratory experiments; 

5) Gulf Stream near American coast. 

Опе сап conclude that negative viscosity phenomena are ubiquitous; they оссш in systems 

possessing various physical and geometrical properties, and' оп а very different range of scales, 

ranging from laboratory flows а few centimeters in diameter to galaxies that are kiloparsecs in 

diameter. It is worthwhile to note that а simi1ar problem also occurs in а tokarnak plasma, 

where the peaked proflles in Н -mode regime сап ье attributed to negative turbulent dissipative 

coefficients апд contragradient transport. 

А review of the examples above suggests а necessary condition for maintenance of а 

(quasi)stationary regime with negative viscosity effects prevailing: turbulence must not Ье 

«passive» [2] in the sense that it is not fed Ьу the kinetic energy ofthe теап flow, but instead has 

another source ofenergy, e.g., а thermal source, as occurs in Earth's atmosphere. Therefore, in 

papers dealing with а quantitative description of negative viscosity, the problem is formulated as 

follows. Suppose that we have а source giving rise to deterministic flows or stationary turbulence 

in а hydrodynarnic medium. In the former сме, the explicit form of the deterministic flows 

(or, at least, their symmetry properties) is assumed to Ье known, whereas in the latter сме their 

statistical properties are known. The characteristic scale(s) ofthe given motion is assumed to Ье 
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тисЬ smaller than the outer scaleofthe system ofinterest. ТЬе question is: сап these small-sca
le motions act as а negative turbulent viscosity ироп large-scale ones? From а theoretical 
standpoint, this implies the appearance of а. n~tive dissipative factor in the equation for the 
теап flow, and its growth is understood as а manifestation of long-wavelength instability in а 
system of small-scale flows or vortices, the energy of small-scale тоНоп being constant (it is 
mathematically convenient to treat the small-scale rootion as being generated Ьу ап extemal 
source). This formulation is ап example ofin~rse cascade problems in hydrodynamic systems. 
А sirnilar (but not identical) example is related to the description of anomalous flows of the 
turbulent kinetic energy through the spectrum toward small wave numbers via local interaction 
between turbulent modes, and to the formatiml of stationary turbulent spectra [8,9]. 

А number of analytic studies of the effects (characterized Ьу the effective viscosity) 
of smaller-scale motion оп larger-scale тоНоп have begun since the late 1950s, when 
А. Kolmogorov proposed to study stability of а plane periodic flow sustained Ьу а one-dimen
sional space-periodic extemal source in а viscous incompressible fluid [10]. Тhш problem was 
f1fSt considered in Ref. [11], where the crit~rion of large-scale instability of one-dimensional 
space-periodic flow was found. Мапу subsequent papers are devoted to various aspects of the 
theory of Kolmogorov flow and its «relatives. in fluids; see, e.g., Refs. [12-15] and references 
therein. Being rnarded as ап «eleinentary object. of realistic turbulence with тапу degrees of 
freedom, Kolmogorov flow appears to Ье very useful in systematic studies of the peculiarities of 
the transition to turbulence, of the inverse cascade process in two-dimensional (2D) turbulent 
flow, and in coherent structure generation. Experimentally, а 2D flow subject to periodic 
forcing was studied in а thin layer ofan ele~trolyte [16]. Two-dimensional hydrodynamic flows 
also attract considerabIe attention because ,the direct питепсal solution of 2D fluid equations 
is а simpler problem than the solution of 3D problems [17]. 

For plasmas ап analogous problem was considered in Ref. [18] where the stability of 
а gradient-drift wave was studied and coherent nonlinear structures formed as the result of 
instability were found. 

Kolmogorov flow instability сап Ье regarded as а simple manifestation of the negative 
viscosity effect when the small-scale Ьшiс flow is one-dimensional and space-periodic. Other 
basic forms ofsmall-scale motion in fluids (isotropic time-independent [14] and 8-correlated in 
time [19]) have also Ьееп considered. А possible occurrence ofthe negative viscosity effect was 
studied in Ref. [20] for coherent wave mQtion, as well as for the small-scale Rossby turbulence 
and gradient drift-wave turbulence. We Ш0 mention the emergence of negative viscosity in а 
ferrofluid in ап altemating magnetic field [21,22]. 

Electrically conducting fluids exhibit а wide variety of turbulent рЬепотепа. Here 
the concept of negative viscosities (both kinematic and magnetic) сап also ье useful for 
understanding the peculiarities of self-organizing processes. In Refs. [23,24] it was pointed 
out that in а low-,6 plasma such as in а tokamak, small-scale rnagnetic turbulence acts as 
а negative effective magnetic viscosity оп large-scale magnetic field perturbations. This leads 
to amplification of the large-scale field, and is а уесу likely mechanism in explosive magnetic 
рЬепотепа, such as disruptions in tokamaks and solar flares. ТЬе reduced MHD equations [25] 
were taken as а starting point in these papers. It was found that the turbulent magnetic viscosity 
becomes negative if the magnetic епещу of small-scale turbulence exceeds the kinetic energy, 
whereas the turbulent kinematic viscosity is positive. Тhis problem was reconsidered in Ref. [19]. 
It was found that in 2D MHD, the conclusions are the saше as in Refs. [23,24], but for reduced 
MHD the results are inconsistent with those obtained in these articles. Furthermore, the role 
of cross-correlations and anisotropy of fluctuations remains unclear. 
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А mосе recent review [26], as well as numerical simulations [27,28] (performed for freely 

decaying, not forced, turbulence), do not shed light оп the problem ofinterest. Thus, it seerns 

reasonable to study negative viscosity effects in MHD in more detail. In this paper we consider 

the problem in the context of 2D MHD, and based оп the formulation of negative viscosities 

presented above. " 

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we obtain general equations governing the 

evolution of iarge-scale MHD fields, and demonstrate explicitly how the negative magnetic 

viscosity term сап appear in the equation for the mean magnetic potential. In Secs. 3-5, we 

study'the influence (characterized Ьу the turbulent viscosities) ofvarious small-scale fields оп 

large-scale fields. Specifica1ly, in Sec. 3, small-scale turbulence is generated Ьу а stationary 

white noise source; the transition to the results of Ref. [19] is demonstrated. In Sec. 4, more 

general forrns ofisotropic small-scale turbulence with.correlation times spanning а broad range 

are used, and the transition tothe resultsofRefs. [14,24] is shown. Finally, in Sec. 5we consider 

stochastic analogs of Kolmogorov flow for magnetohydrodynarnics. In Secs. 3-5 the criteria 

for large-scale field growth are also derived. The results are sumrnarized in Sec. 6. А detailed 

derivation of the equations governing the evolution of large-scale MHD fields is presented in 

the Appendix. 

2. EQUATIONS FOR LARGE-SCALE FIELD EVOLUТION AND ТНЕ ORIGIN OF ТНЕ 

NEGATIVE МAGNEТIC VISCOSIТY TERМ 

We study а 2D incompressible conducting fluid with velocity field у(х, t) = [ez "\7'1,b]z and 

magnetic field В(х, t) = [ez "\7 a]z, both in the ху plane, х = (х, у); 'I,b is the stream function, 

а is the magnetic potential, "\7 == ежд/дх + еуд/ду, [ .. . ]z implies z-projection ofthe vector 

product. The 2D MHD equations сап Ье written as [26] 

д' . 
Bt W + v"\7W = в "\7 j + V6W, 

~ а + у"\7 а = в "\7 j + 1]6а. 
Bt 

(2.1) 

Несе W = "\72'1,Ь is the vorticity, j = "\72а is the current, "\72 == 6 = д2 / дх2 + д2 / ду2, and v, 1] 

are the kinematic and the magnetic viscosities, respectively. In (2.1) the density of the fluid is 

assumed to Ье unity, and the magnetic field has the dimension ofvelocity. Furthermore, it is 

norma1ly assumed that the kinematic and magnetic viscosities are of the same order. For our 

purposes it is convenient to rewrite (2.1) as 

д6'1,Ь 7ft + ["\7'1,ь х "\7 дo'l,b)z = ["\7 а х "\7 6a]z + vt/'I,b, 

да 
Bt + ["\7'1,ь х "\7 a]z = 1]t1a. 

(2.2) 

Now we divide 'I,b and а into mean and fluctuating (turbulent) components: 

а=а+аТ , 
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where the bar denotes statistical averaging, and Т signifies «turbulent». Below we aIso use angle 
brackets ( ... ) for the statistical averaging. 

From Eqs. (2.2) we obtain 

(~ -И~) д~= 
= - ([V'фТ х V'дфТ]) + ([V'aT Х V'MTJ) - [V'~ Х V'д1jj]z + [V'a х V'да]z, (2.3) 

whereas for the fluctuating components we obtain, Ьу subtracting Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4) from (2.2), 

(:t - vд) дфТ + [V'фТ х V'д1jj]z + [V~ х V'ДФТ]z + ([vфТ х V'ДФТ]z-
- ([V'фТ х V'д1jj])) = [V'aT х V'да]z + [V'a х V'даТ]z + ([V'aT х V'даТ]z-

- ([V'aT х V'даТ]z)) , (2.5) 

(:t -1]Д) аТ + [V'фТ х Va]z + [V~ ~ VaT]z + ([V'фТ х V'aT]z-

- ([V'фТ х V'aT]z)) = О. (2.6) 

То derive а closed set of equations for ~, а it is necessary to express the quantities 

Q! = - ([V'фТ х V'ДФТ]z) ' 

Q2 = ([V'aT х VдаТJ) , 

Qз = - ([V'фТ х V'aT]J 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

in terms of~, а (see Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4». Since we are interested in calculating turbulent 
v.iscosity (but not in the problems related to the evaluation of the turbulent spectrum), we 
use ап approach developed in Ref. [20] to study negative viscosity in Rossby and drift-wave 
turbulence, andresembling ап approach previously used in the dynamo problem [29,30]. It 
also resembles the «quasilinear approximation» frequently employed to calculate the turbulent 
transport coefficients in magnetized inhomogeneous plasmas [31]. In so doing, we assume (in 
accordance with the discussion in Sec. 1) that the теап quantities vary оп spatial and temporal 
scales that are larger than the characteristic scales of the fluctuating fields; that the statistical 
properties of the small-scale fields are known; and that quadratic terms in фТ and аТ сап Ье 
neglected in Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6). Thus, instead of Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6) we obtain 

(:t -vд) дфТ + [V'фТ х V'дф1 + [V'~ х V'ДФТ]z = 

= [V'aT х V'да]z + [V'a х V'даТ]z + F-ф, (2.10) 

(:t -1]д )аТ + [VфТ х V'a]z + [V~ х V'aT]z = Ра , (2.11) 
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where the stochastic sources Р",(х, t) and Ра(х, t) which rnaintain the stationary level of 
MHD fluctuations, are forrnally added to the right-hand side of the equations. We then 
solve Eqs.(2.10) and (2.11), insert the solutions into Eqs. (2.7)-(2.9) and then into Eqs. (2.3) 
and (2.4), and obtain the evolution equations for the mеan fields 7ф, а. Because we invoke а 
two-sca1e approximation for our problem, we introduce the «slow» variable Х and the «fast» 
variable х. The mеаn quantities depend· оп the slow variable only, whereas the fluctuating 
components depend оп both fast and slow variables. We a1so have 

':хl ~ IKI ~ ':ХI ~ Ikl, 

where К and k are large-scale and srnall-scale wave vectors, respectively. 
We Seek solutions of Eqs. (2.10) and (2.11) in powers of К, that is, 

where the terms 'Ф{О) , а{О) are sustained Ьу external sources, whereas 1jJ{l), 'Ф(2) etc. appear 
because of the interaction between small- and large-sca1e components. Assuming that the 
small-scale fluctuations are jointly stationary and homogeneous (which, in turn, implies 
that both fields are stationary and homogeneous), we introduce their corre1ation and cross
correlation functions С"'''', Саа ' С",а as well as their space-time spectra1 functions д",,,,, даа , 
д"'а e.g., as 

(1jJ{O)(x, t)a{O)(x', t'») = C"'a(X-Х, t-t') = J ~~ G"'a(k,w)exp [-iw(t - t') + ik(x - х')] . 

The properties of the spectral functions of zeroth-order quantities are listed in Appendix, 
a10ng with а detailed derivation of Ql,2,З. Here we present the fina1 result. For the evolution 
of the mеаn quantities 7ф, а instead of Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4), we have 

(2.12) 

( ) { 
2 2-

8 _ _ (l) 8 а + (2) 8 1jJ } 
8t -1/118 а - енетn 1/1 n 8Xk8Xm 1/1 n 8Xk8Xm ' (2.13) 

where 118 == 82/ 8х2 + 82/ 8у2, етn is the unit antisymmetric tensor of the second rank, and 
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(2) _ J dkdы . {. С"'а Сфа } 
бt пр - - (27r-)3 2zk1knkp -iw + "lk2 - -iw + vk2 ' 

(1) - J dkdы k k {Саа С",,,,} 
У1 n - (27r)3 1 n -iw + 1/Р - -iw + vk2 ' 

(2) _ J dkdы {С",а Сфа } 
Уl n - - (27г)3 ktkn -iw + 1/k2 - -iw + vk2 ' 

(1) == J dkdы 4ktknkpkr С"'''' + vk С _ 1/k С { А 2 2} 
Vtnpr (27r)3 k2 -iw+ vk2 (-iW+Vk2)2 "'''' (-iw+1/k2)2 аа , 

(2) = J dkdы 4klknkpkr { 1/k2 С . _ СФа _ vk2 С*} 
V1npr . (27r)3 k2 (-iw+ 1/k2)2 "'а -iw+vk2 (-iw+vk2)2 "'а , 

(1) = J dkdы k k { С"'''' _ Саа } 
1/! n (27r)3 1 n -iw + 1/Р -iw + vk2 ' 

(2) = J dkdы k1k { С",а _ СФа } 
1/1 n (27r)3 n -iw + ур -iw + 1/k2 .. 

The reality of all coefficients in Eqs. (2.12) and (2.13) is easily demonstrated using the 
properties (А.9) of the space-time spectra1 functio~. 

The resulting equations enable us to study the inf1uence (characterized Ьу the turbulent 
viscosities) of various forms of small-sсaIе fields оп large-scale fields. However, in order to 
make the results more transparent, in this Section we aIso demonstrate explicitly how negative 
magnetic viscosity originates in Eqs. (2.4) and (2.1 О). For this purpose it is convenient to assume 
that the field а т is given. Then the smallness of large-sca1e gradients enables us to депуе 
from Eq. (2.10) the following relation between the small-scale Fourier-components ;jJT(k,w), 
aT(k,w): 

АТ _ ikn оа АТ 
-ф (k, w) - етn . k2 дХ а + (other terms). 

-zw +У m 
(2.14) 

Here we ехрliсitlу write the term that derives from [V'a х V' дат]z in Eq. (2.10). Further, we 
note that the terms entering into Qз = _([V'-фТ х V'aT]z) include 

_ \ [д:: х д;:]) , 
which, after inserting фТ from Eq. (2.14), gives rise to the term 

д2а J dkdы k1kn I(AT)2) 
-eklemn aXkaXm (27r)3 -iw + vk2 \ а k,,,", 

(2.15) 

оп the right-hand side ofEq. (2.4); here I (ап2) is the spectrum ofthe small-sca1e magnetic 
\ k,,,", 

potentia1. Assuming isotropy and integrating over azimutha1 angle in k-space, one сап easily 
show that the term (2.15) сап ье rewritten as 

(2.16) 
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where 

т J kdkduJ vk4 I(AT)2) 
v = ~ U;2 + v 2k4 \ а k,w • 

(2.17) 

Equations (2.16) and (2.17) reveal а term of negative viscosity type in the equation for the mean 
component of the magnetic potential. 

з. SМALL-SCALE ISOТROPIC ТURВULENCE GENERAТED ВУ STATIONARY 
WНITE NOISE SOURCE 

It is rnathernatically convenient to treat srnall-scale turbulence as being generated Ьу а 
stаtiошiry wblte noise source, to keep the statistical properties as simple as possible. Тhis kind 
of the source, possessing zero cross-correlations, was considered in Ref. [19], so we are аЫе 
not only to compare the results but a1so to clarify the role of cross-correlation tenns. We define 
the properties of the sources F"" Fa in Eqs. (2.10) and (2.11) as follows: 

(F",(x, t)F",(x', t'») = 'I'(х - х')Б(t - t'), 

(Fa(x, t)Fa(x', t'») = А(х - х')Б(t - t'), 

(F",(x, t)Fa(x', t'») = Н(х - х')Б(t - t'). 

(3.1) 

Since fluctuations ф(О), а(О) are related to the sources F"" Fa Ьу Eqs. (А.4), we find for the 
space-time spectral functions of the small-scale turbulence 

А ~(k) 
C",,,,(k,u;) = k4(U;2 + v2k4)' 

А .4(k) 
Caa(k, u;) = U;2 + rpk4 ' 

(3.2) 

А j{(k) 
C"'a(k, u;) = - k2(iu; + vk2)(iu; + 'ТJk2 )' 

where ~, .4, j{ are the spatial Fourier transfonns of '1', А, Н, respectively, e.g., 

. ~(k) = J d" 'I'(к.) ехр( -ikк.). 

It is also useful to express space-time spectral functions (3.2) in tenns of spatial functions, 

-00 
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Integrating over w in Eqs. (3.2), we express the sources in terrns of spatial spectral functions and obtain 

(3.3) 

We then insert Eqs. (3.3) into the coefficients of Eqs. (2.12) and (2.13) and integrate over w: 

8(1) =0 
lnp , 

~(2) = _ J ~ .k/knkp (дФа(k) C;a(k») ul np Ф7l.2 Z k2 -- - -- , / ~ V ' 

(3.4) 

We note that ifwe set дФа = о, then Eqs. (2.12) and (2.13) togetherwith Eqs. (3.4) appear to ье in complete agreement with Eqs. (2.15) and (3.12}-(3.15) of Ref. [19] after some easy transforms. In this Section we assиme isotropy of the small-scale spectra; the spatial spectral functions in Eqs. (3.4) therefore depend оп k == Ikl. Integrating over the azimuthal аnglе <р in k-space in Eqs. (3.4) using the subsidiary integrals 

2". 

J d<p kmkn = 1Гk28mn , 
О 
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Eqs. (2.11) and (2.12) Шkе the form 

(3.5) 

where 

(3.6) 

( (",,(о») 2), (( а(О») 2) are the stream-function and magnetic-potential variances of the small

scale fields, respectively: 

and 

It follows from Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6) that for the case of small-scale turbulence generated Ьу а 
stationary white поше source, the turbulent viscosity is always positive; the turbulent magnetic 
viscosity is negative if 

(3.7) 

and if cross-correlations vanish, the large-scale magnetic field grows if l17turb I is.large enough 
that (17 + 17turb) becomes negative, whi1e the large-scale velocity field does not grow. The 
exist~nce of nonzero cross-correlations leads to amplification of both large-scale fields when 
(17+17turb) becomes negative; the latter conclusion is unaffected Ьу the sign of cross-correlations 
(( ",,(О)а(О»)). 
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4. МОВ GENERAL FORМS OF ISOТROPIC SМALL-SCALE ТURВULENCE 

, 
То provide а more general treatment оСте isotropic case with zero cross-correlations, we 

define space-time spectral functions as follows: 

А, _ 2"Ylk А 
c",,,,(k,UJ) - 2 + 2 C",,,,(k) , . си' "Ylk 

А _ 2"Y2k А 
Caa(k, cи) - 2 + 2 Caa(k), 

си "Y2k 
(4.1) 

C",a(k,Cи) = О. 
The cи-dependent ршt о! the spectrum is taken in the Lorentzian form here. тhis form is 
frequently used in ше literature; however, we choose it for convenience оnlу. It сап ~ easily verified that the results are changed оnlу Ьу а factor of order unity if опе chooses other: shapes, for example, ше Gaussian зhaре or Ше rectangular опе. Inserting Eqs. (4.1) into Eqs. (2.12) 
and (2.13) and integniting over си and Ч' in Ше coefficients, we arrive at Eqs. (3.5), where 

(4.2) 

whereas CVturb = О. For "Ylk = vk2, "Y2k = rJk2 we naturally оЬtain Vturb, rJturb of Sec. 3; see Eqs. (3.6); Here we consider two special cases. 
1. Long correlation times of Ше sInall-sca1е fluctuations, "Ylk, "Y2k « vk2, rJk2. In this 

limit 

_ ((ф(о»)2) 
Vturb - 2v ' 

. _ ((ф(о»)2) ( (а(О») 2) 
rJturb - 2'Г/ - 2v ' 

(4.3) 

and Vturb coincides with that obtained in Ref. [14] for time-mdependent random basic flow 
(which, in fact, corresponds t~ "Ylk -+ О) in Ше ordinary fluid, В = О. In the case considered, 
Ше turbulent magnetic viscosity is negative if 

whereas Vturb is always positive. 
2. Short correlation times, "Ylk, "Y2k ~ vk2, rJk2. 
Assuming that 
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where Те is the correlation time, which is independent of k, we obtain from Eqs. (4.2) 
, 

_ Те (( (0»)2) 
Vturb -"2 в , 

(4.5) 

where ((у(о»)2) and ((В(9»)2) are the velocity and magnetic-field variances, respectively. In 

this limit the turbulent viscosities are the same as those obtained in Ref. [24]. From the second 

equation, it follows that the turbulent magnetic viscosity is negative if 

(4.6) 

whereas Vturb is again always positive. 

Now we consider the role of cross-correlations. Whereas the general forrn (4.1) of the 

space-time spectral functions С"'''', Саа is natural and widely used, it is not so ему, in the 

author's орiniоn, to choose аn analogous general forrn of the cross-correlation spectrum. We 

therefore restrict attention to time-independent isotropic fluctuations (special case 1; see аЬоуе) 

of 'Ф(О), а(О): 

C",,,,(k, VJ) = 27Гб(VJ)с"",,(k), 

Caa(k,VJ) = 27Гб(VJ)Саа (k), 

C,pa(k,VJ) = 27Гб(VJ)С ... /Ja (k). 

Inserting Eqs. (4.7) into Eqs. (2.12) and (2.13), we have 

(%t - V6s ) 6s7ф = V:~rЬ6~7ф + БVturь6~а, 

(%t - 1/6В) а = 1/turb6 sa + б1/tuть6s7ф, 

where VtUTb and 1/tUTb are given. Ьу Eqs. (4.3), whereas 

_ (( 'Ф(О)а(О»)) 
БVturЬ - - 2v ' 

б1/turЬ = (( 'Ф(О~а(О»)) (~ _ ~) . 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

Since we want to illustrate the role of cross-corre1ations, we consider the simplest 

case V = 1/. This is the usual assumption in numerical simulations; see, e.g., Ref. [28]. 

Equations (4.8) then take the form of Eqs. (3.5). In this case, both large-scale fields grow 

if 1/ + 1/turb < О, regardless of the sign of thecross-correlations (( 'Ф(О) а (О») ), just as in the case 

of б-соrrеlаtеd sources; see Sec. 3. 

5. STOCНASTIC ANALOGS OF KOLMOGOROV FWW FOR МAGNETOНYDRODYNAМICS 

In this Section we consider specific examples ofanisotropic time-independent fields, which 

сап Ье regarded as magnetohydrodynamic stochastic analogs of Kolmogorov flow. In particular, 
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we choose ф(О) and а(О) to ье 

ф(О)(х, t) = А1 cos(kox + а), 

а(О)(х, t) = А2 cos(kox + ер + а), 
(5.1) 

where А1 and А2 are the constant amplitudes ofthe zeroth-order stream functionand magnetic 
potential, respectively; а is а random phase, uniformly distributed in [О; 21Г]; and ер is а constant 
phase. The- spectral functions are 

C",,,,(k, ц;) = 21ГЗ Ai8(~) [8(k + ko) + 8(k - ko)], 

Caa(k, ц;) = 21ГЗ A~8(ц;) [8(k + ko) + 8(k - ko)], (5.2) 

C",a(k, ц;) = 21ГЗ A 1A28(w) {cosep [8(k+ko)+8(k"":ko)] +i sinep [8(k+ko)-8(k-ko)]} . 

It follows from Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2),that the zeroth-order fields so chosen are jointly 
homogeneous; that опе is аЫе to consider various forms of cross-correlations Ьу varying ер; and that if there are different random phases (say, а and (3) in Eqs. (5.1), then there are по 
cross-correlations. Thus, Eqs. (5.1) епаЫе опе to study а set of interesting consequences. Here 
we consider оnlу the simple case, 

(5.3) 

Inserting Eqs. (5.2) and (5.3) into Eqs. (2.12) and (2.13), we obtain 

Examples resulting from subsequent simplifications are as follows. 
1. А2 = о. There is по small-scale magnetic field. Equations (5.4) reduce to 

(д) - _ А! д2 - 4А! д47ф at - vJis дэф - - 2v дУ2 дэф + --;;- дХ2дУ2' 

(д) А2 д2а, at - ТJдэ а = 2~ дУ2· 
(5.5) 

It follows from Eqs. (5.5) that the «turbulent» magnetic viscosity is always positive, and thus 
по large-scale magnetic field is generated. The growth rate for large-scale perturbations of the 
stream function is 

(5.6) 

where К is the wave vector oflarge-scale perturbations, К2 = К; + K~. The growth rate (5.6) naturally coincides with that of Kolmogorov flow in ап ordinary fluid; the latter has Ьееп 
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calculated via the multi-scales expansi6n tесhщquе ofRef. [14J. Тhe most «dangerous. (that is, 

those that appear first when the amplitlide ofthe small-scale field increases) are the large-scale 

perturbations with а wave vector, perpendicUlar to that ofthe small-scale field, i.e., K rc = о. 

Such perturbations grow if ' 

А! > Aimin = v'21/. (5.7) 

Тhe criterion (5.7) is derived for an ordinary fluid in Ref. [11] for а regular small-scal~ velocity 

field. ;, 

2. А! = о. Тhere is по small-scale velocity field. Equations (5.4) take the form 

, 

(д) - _ 2A~ д41$ A~ д2 -
at - 1/68 68'Ф - -~ дХ2дУ2 *' 21] ду2 68~' 

(~ _ 1]6 ) а; = _ A~ д2а; 
at 8 21/ ,ду2 . 

(5.8) 

Тhe second equation signals the onset of negative magnetic viscosity.Тhe тот dangerous are 

large-scale magnetic field pe~aHon! witft а wave vector perpendicular to that of the small

scale field, K rc = о. Тhe instability criterion is then 

(5.9) 

А large-scale velocity field with only а Ky-соmроnеnLdоеs not grow. However, it сап ье 

shown that 1$ grows if its wave vector makes an acute angle with the х зxis. Тhis special case 

is studied in detail in Ref. [32] пsing multiple-scale methods. 

3. А! = А2 = А. We note that equal amplitudes (or energies) of the magnetic and 

velocity fields are frequently chosen at t = О in numerical simulations of freely decaying 

magnetohydrodynamic turbulence; see Refs. [27,28]. Тaking 1$, а; in the form 

Ф = Rexp (,t + iKrcX + iKyY) , 
(5.10) 

а; = Рехр (,t,+ iKrcX + iKyY) , 

and inserting Eqs. (5.10) into Eqs. (5.4), we obtain а linear system with unknown Р and R. 

Тhe equation for the growth rate then follows Ьу equating the determinant to zero: 

а,2 + Ь, + с = о, (5.11) 

where 

л = А2 (1. _ !), Л! = 2А2 (~ _ !) . 
21/1] 1/ 1] 
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Introducing polar coordinates 

Кх = К cos(J, Ку = К sinB 

we obtain an equation for the neutral curve "у = о in terms of А, В: 

А2 
2v2 [1 - (Prm )2 - 4(2 - Prm ) cos2 В] sin2 (J = 1, 

where Prm = v /1] is the magnetic Prandtl number. Insi:abi1ity is possible for 

Prт < 1 

and 

I L11 ! [1- (prm )2] 1/2 
COSu < 2 2 - Prm 

(5.12) 

The most dangerous perturbations are those with КХ = О (as сап ье seen Ьу comparing А2(В) 
with А2(7Г /2) estimated from Eq. (5; 12». In this сше, the instabi1itycriterion is 

А А - . V2v > . - -г:===;:==~ mщ Jl _ (Prm )2 ' (5.13) 

whereas the growth rate takes the [оfПl 

'у = { л _ v; 17 + J л2 + (v ~ 17)2 } к2 • (5.14) 

Because both Iarge-scale fields increase, this case is of interest for subsequent nonIinear analysis 
and numerical simulation, which will ье the subject of future research. 

6. RESULTS 

In this paper, in the framework of2D magnetohydrodynanucs, we have studied the possible 
occurrence of Iarge-scale теап velocity and magnetic fields generated Ьу small-scale random 
fields. The latter are assumedjointly stationary, homogeneous, and maintained Ьу ап extemal 
source. 

The random fields lead to negative dissipativefactors in the equations for the теап fields, which is why the term «negative viscosity» is used. Viscous damping of large-scale fields is thus 
replaced Ьу growth, which is limited due to пощiпеar etfects in the amplitudes of the large-scale fields. This picture, being simpIified, though, is fruitfuI for studying the etfects of smaIler-sсalе 
fields оп Iarge-scale ones. 

Our results are as follows. 
1. Using а two-scale expansion, we obtain equations, that describe the evolution of 

the теап stream function and the теап magnetic potential in the presence of small-scale 
МНО fluctuations. These expressions епаЫе us to study the evolution of large-scale МНО 
perturbations with the assumption that the statistical properties of the small-scale fields are 
known. 
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2. With our approach we easily demonstrate how а negative magnetic viscosity term сап 

appear in the equation for the mean magnetic potential. 

3. The general expressions also enable us to recover previous results оп the едду (turbulent) 

viscosity of the ordinary t1uid and оп turbulent viscosities in the presence of small-scale MHD 

t1uctuations. 
4. For isotropic small-scale t1uctuations, we estimate turbulent viscosities and find criteria 

for the onset of negative magnetic viscosity, as well as for the growth of large-scale МНО fields, 

in three cases: 

О) t1uctuations are generated Ьу white noise source; 

(ii) t1uctuations possess long correlation times; 

(Ш) t1uctuations possess short correlation times (in comparison with characteristic 

dissipation times associated with molecular kinematic and magnetic viscosities). 

In particular, it is shown when the cross-correlations among small-scale fields vanish, the 

turbulent viscosity is always positive, whereas the turbulent magnetic viscosity сап ье negative, 

thus giving rise to the growth of large-scale magnetic perturbations. When cross-correlations 

are nonvanishing, both large-scale fields сап Ье amplified. 

5. We also considerhow large-scale fields are int1uenced Ьу anisotropic small-scale random 

fields, which can ье regarded as stochastic analogs of Kolmogorov t1ow. We find that 

(i) if there is only а small-scale velocity field, the growth rate of the large-scale velocity 

field corresponds to that of а Kolmogorov t10W, whereas по magnetic field is gene'rated; 

(ii) ifthere is а small-scale magnetic field only, then the large-scale fields increases fastest 

for perturbations transverse to the small-scale anisotropic ones; 

(Ш) finally, if the random anisotropic fields are of equal amplitude, then both large-scale 

fields grow; again, the growth rate is greatest for large-scale perturbations transverse to the 

small-scale ones. 

This paper was supported Ьу the «Chaos-2» Project of the N ational Асадеmу of Sciences 

of Ukraine, and Ьу ProjectINTAS 93-1194. Information support provided Ьу Project INTAS 

LA-96-09 is also acknowledged. 

APPENDIX 

In this Appendix, the terrns Ql, Q2, Qз (see Eqs. (2.7)-(2.9» are expressed in terrns ofthe 

mean components 7ф, а and space-time spectral fиnctions of the t1uctuating components "рТ, 

аТ obtained from Eqs. (2.10) and (2.11). Taking the approach outlined in Sec. 2, we introduce 

slow and fast spatial variables Х and х. The spatial operators are then written in the form 

(А.l) 

82 82 fI' 
/).2 -+ /).2 + 2Мв + 4 8Хр8Хр /). + 4 8Хр8Хр /).В + 4 8Хр8Хр8хт8Хт 
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We start Ьу deriving Qз since it has а simpler form than Q 1 and Q2. According to Eqs. (2.9) and (Аl), this term сan ье written . . 

Qз = - ([V'-фТ х УОаТ],,) = Q~0О)+Q~01)+Q~10)+Q~ll)+Q~02)+Q~20)+о(кз,К4 .. . ), (А2) 

where 

(00) _ (д-ф(0) 8а(0») _ 
Qз -~f:mn -8 -8 -о 

Х,,!,- ХN . 

due to homogeneity of the turbulence, 

Q~Ol) = -f:mn (д-ф(0) (~ +~) ащ) , 
8Хт 8хn 8Хn , 

Q(lO) = _ ((~ + ~) .I,(1)8a(0) ) з f:mn 8 8Х '1' 8 ' Хт m ХN 

(АЗ) 

and the remaining terms in Eq. (A2)have а similar structure, which is now obvious. We retain оnlу those terms in Eq. (А2), that are of order К, к2. As will ье seen below, it is just these 
terms that give rise to negative magnetic viscosity. 

То calculate the terms in Eq. (А2), it is necessary to derive expiessions for -ф(i) and а(О) , 
i = о, 1,2. In the zeroth approximation, Eqs. (2.10) and (2.11) yield 

(:t -и~ ) 11-Ф(0) = Р",(х, t), 
(А.4) 

Before solving the equations in various orders of approximation, we introduce correlation 
functions and Fourier spectra of the zero-order fields. Since we assuше joint homogeneity and stationarity of the smaU-scalе fields, we have 

с",,,,(?, - x,t - t') == (-ф(О)(х, t)-Ф(О)(х', t'») , 

Саа(х - х, t - t') == (а(О)(х, t)a(O)(x', t'») , 

С",а(Х - Х, t - t') == (-ф(О)(х, t)a(O)(x, t'»). 
Using the Fourier transform over the fast variables х, t, 

~(О)(х, t) = ! ~:;: ф(О)(k, t.и) ехр( -iwt + ikx), 

the corresponding space-time spectral functions are defined as 

C"'a(IC,T) = ! ~:;: С~~(k,t.и)ехр(-it.иТ+ i"). 

Since the small-scale fluctuations are stationary and homogeneous, 

(А 5) 

(А6) 

(А7) 

(Ф(О)(k, t.и)a(O)(k', w'») = (2?Г)Зб(w + t.и')б(k + k')C",\&(k, t.и). (А 8) 
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The properties of the spectral fиnctions are 

(i) C;",(k,(') = C",,,,(k,(') = C",,,,(-k, -(,), 

(ii) C;a(k,(,) = C",a(-k, -(,) = Ca",(k,('), 
(А.9) 

where the asterisk denotes the complex conjugate. The properties (ii) stem from the reality of 

С"'а(к.,7") and the condition . 

lt is also useful to introduce the spectra ofthe fields v(O)(x, t) and В(О)(Х; t) for the Fourier 

components 

i\(k,(') = -iС:ijkj-ф(k,(')), 

Bi(k,(,) = -ic:ijkja(k,(,), 

where C:ij is the unit antisymmetric tensor of the second rank. Since 

(A.IO) 

(A.1l) 

where (v~O)V~O»)k,,,, is the space-time spectral tensor of the zero-order velocity field, we obtain 

with the help ofEqs. (А.I0) and (А.11) 

((~(0»)2) = k2C",,,,(k,('), 
k,,,, 

/ (в(о»)2) = k 2Caa(k,('), 
\ k,,,, 

(А.12) 

((у(О)в(О») )k,,,, = k 2C",a(k, "-'). 

Now we return to Eqs. (2.10) and (2.11). Jn the first approximation we have 

(1) a1jJдa a1jJ да . 
( д ) 

- (О) 

at - 'f}t. а + с:тn дХт дХn + с:тn дХт дхn = о. 

(А.13) 

Taking the Fourier transform, we obtain 

(А.14) 

lп the second approximation we have from Eqs. (2.10) and (2.11) 
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(AlS) 

Taking the Fourier transform, we obtain 

(А16) 

We do not ca1culate terms ofthird and fourth order, since they do not contribute to Ql,2,З, as will ье seen below. Furthermore, since we ате interested in negative viscosity effects (linear in the теan quantities ф, а), we neglect terms nonlinear in ф, а in ;j;<2), 12(2), namely, the 
last terms оп the right-hand side of Eqs. (А16). Тhese сап Ье taken into account in the same manner as the linear terms, and this was done for the тоте straightforward case in Ref. [20). 
However, in this paper we do not consider nonIinear effects in the теап quantities. 

Now we are ready to calculate all terms in Щ. (А2). Note that the term Q~Щ пеМ not Ье taken into account because it is nonlinear in 1jj and а. ТЬеп, it сап easiIy ье seen Ьу expIicitly writing the terms Q~20) and Q~02) that they yield zero to the second order inclusive. Тherefore, 
оnIу the sum Q~Ol) + Q~lO) has to ье eva1uated; see Eqs. (А3). Using Eqs. (А14) and the 
properties (AS)-(A9) of the zero-order spectra1 functions, we obtain to order к2 : 

and then obtain Eq.(2.13) with the right hand side being the sum Q~Ol) + Q~lO). 
N ow we calcuIate 

Q 1 = - ( [\7'1/7 х \7 дфТ] z) = Q~OO) + Q101) + Q~10) + Q102) + Qi20) + QiОЗ) + QiЗО) + 
+ Qi04) + Qi40) + QiЩ + Q~12) + Qi21) + Qi1З) + QiЗ1) + O(KS, Кб, ... ), (А17) 

where 

1.283 6* 
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due to homogeneity of the turbulence, and 

(А.18) 

The remaining terrns in Eq. (А.17) have similar structure. We retain оnlу terms of order 

KI, ... , к4• We naturally expect that аmоng these are terms that give rise to the effective 

viscosity terrn in the equation for the mеап flow. 

As in сме of Qз, we ornit all nonlinear terms in 1jj, 11, which сап ье taken into account оп 

the same basis as the linear terms. Then, starting with expressions similar to those in Eq. (А.18), 

it сап ье easilyverified that Q~ОЗ)+Q~ЗО) = о to order К\ the same conclusion holds Q~04)+Q~40). 

Thus, we оnlу need to calculate 

Q (OI) +_ Q(lO) + Q(02) + Q(20) 
I I I l ' 

It is convenient to divide this sum into two terrns Q(OI) + Q(10) and Q(02) + Q(20) and evaIuate 
'1 I I l' 

them separately. Using Eqs. (А.14) and the properties (А.5)-(А.9), we have for the fust sum 

(А.19) 

where 

Using Eqs. (А.16) and the properties of Eqs. (А.5НА.9), we a1so obtain' 

Q (02) + Q(20) _ { (1) 84ф + (2) В411 } 
I I - t:klt:mn V 11 npr 8Xk 8Xm 8Xp8Xr VIlnpr 8Xk8Xm 8Xp8Xr ,. (А.20) 

where 
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Q2 is evaluated in exactly the same wayas Ql. As а result, terms with б~'lnр' б~21nр' V~~)n' 
V~? n appear in the sum Q~Ol) + Q~10), which differ from their counterparts in Eq. (A.19) Ьу the 
interchangeof v and 'fJ, С'Ф'Ф and -Саа , and Са,р and -С'Фа' ТЬеп, for the sum Q~02) + Q~20) 
we obtain 

Q (02) + Q(20) _ { (1) trф + (2) tra } 2 2 - енетn V21 npr aXkaXmaXpaXr V21 npr aXkaXmaXpaXr ,(A.21) 

where 

(1) _ J dkrh.v 4klk~kpkr 'fJk2 А 
V21npr-- (2'11-)3 k 2 (_iw+'fJk2)2Caa, 

(2) _ J dkrh.v 4k1k n k pkr 'fJk2 А 
V21npr - (211-)3 k 2 (-iw + 'l7k2)2 С'Фа' 

Finally, summing the terms Qi°1) + QilO), Q~Ol) + Q~10), Qi02) + Qi20), and Q~02) + Q~20), and . d' .с(1) _.с(1) .с(1) .с(2) - .с(2) .с(2) (1) ~ (1) (1) Ь . шtrо UClng иI пр - ии пр + u21 пр' ul пр - и1lnр + u21 пр' V1 n - V11 n + V21n ' etc., we о tain the final expression for the right-hand side of Eq. (2.12). 
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